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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

For fulfilling the Business Plan (ETR 300) we came up to make a type of business. We choose to run this company, LOVELY BLOSSOM SDN BHD is fully by Bumiputera. This nature of business is flower shop and our products are mostly based on flowers.

Our location of this business is G31, Ground Floor, PKNS, 40450 Shah Alam, Selangor. We have chosen this location because of its strategic site. It is situated in place of fully community, near the 5 Stars Hotel and easy to find. From what we have planned, we have decided to start our business on 1st January 2006. There are a few factor affecting our decision in selecting this business.

a) We want to gain maximum profit through the business because there is no one to do this business like this.

b) We want to be the first company with this type of business.

We know that this business has varied bright future because of bright demand, which rapidly nowadays. The increment of the tourist from outside and local also will be the encouragement for us to do this business.

Our products are sold to all customers, either tourist from local or outside. In running this business, we have 9 workers consists of general manager, administration, marketing, operation and financial manager. Our business will operate from Monday to Sunday. So, our business is operating everyday and will operate from 10.30am until 10.30pm.
Our future prospect of this business is to open as many branch as we can. To earn more profit and we wish to expand our company all over Malaysia and also over the world.

There are 5 shareholders on this business. For the General Manager, he gives RM 20000.00 and for each shareholder gives RM10000.00. Besides that, we also apply loan from Maybank that is RM50000.00.